
Phonics - learning to read 
and write

Phonics every day, tailored to your child



Why Read, Write, Inc
•Our mission is to teach every child to read and write, and to keep them reading. 
No exceptions.

•Put the teaching of reading at the heart of their schools and ensure teachers have 
the knowledge and determination to teach every child, regardless of age, 
background or need

•Choose the best books to read aloud so children might read them for themselves 
place literature as a central pillar in establishing children’s identity, their place in 
the world and their understanding of their responsibilities and rights in relation to 
others.



Read Write Inc 
•https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-levels
/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/

https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-levels/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-levels/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/


Phonics - learning letters 
and their sounds

Hearing initial sounds a for apple, d for dinosaur



Phonics - segmenting

C  a  t      p  i  t    l  e g



Phonics - blending

T  i p     tip         d u ck    duck



Green words- 

Words that we can segment and blend, matched to our 
phonics level 



Red words - 

Words that we learn by sight 



Screening checks  

1.1 session to check phonics knowledge and support 
with any gaps



Reading daily at home, time 
well invested!

Reading with your child will help them develop their listening, story telling, 
vocabulary and comprehension skills.



•Fluency is defined as the ability to read with speed, accuracy, and 
proper expression. In order to understand what they read, children 
must be able to read fluently whether they are reading aloud or silently. 
When reading aloud, fluent readers read in phrases and add intonation 
appropriately.

•Fluency is the ability to read a text accurately, quickly, and with 
expression. Reading fluency is important because it provides a 
bridge between word recognition and comprehension.

•Reading is a skill……..the more we practise, the better we will be!

•Reading is a life skill.



Why reading to your child is so important 
•https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjHqJQ8sxs4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjHqJQ8sxs4

